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ABSTRACT 
We give a Horn-Li-Merino formula for the spherical gap to clarify relationships 
between the gap and the spherical gap for operators. Also we give a geometric 
interpretation of the spherical gap. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [3] Habibi discussed the gap of the graph of a matrix and obtained the 
formula 
e(A) := 0(A,O) = 
II All 
Jl+llA112’ 
(1) 
In general, for operators A and B acting on a Hilbert space, the gap 
f9( A, B) is defined as follows: 
e(A, B) = e(G(A),G(B)), 
where G(C) is the graph of an operator C and 
0( M, N) = max 
( 
sup dist(r, M), sup 
XE S(N) yES(M) 
dist(y, WI) 
for subspaces M and N. Here S(L) d enotes the unit sphere of a subspace L. 
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It is well known that this definition is equivalent to the following: 
where Pc is the orthogonal projection onto the graph G(C) of an operator C 
(see [51X 
We realized the Habibi formula (1) as the McIntosh formula for operators 
A and B: 
B(A, B) = ma{ II( 1 + BB*)-I”( A - B)(l + A*A)p”“II, 
I[(1 + AA*)y (A - B)(l + B*B) +llj; (2) 
see [7]. Afterwards, Professor R. Guralnick informed us of the following 
Horn-Li-Merino formula for matrices [4]: 
B(A, B) = 41 - min a(r,( A, B)) , 
where I’,(A, B) = (1 + B*B)-‘(1 + B*A)(l + A*A)-‘(1 + A*B) and 
(T(C) is the spectrum of an operator C. This formula was extended for 
operators as follows [7, Theorem 4.11: 
6’(A, B) = 41 - min{m(F( A, B)), m(F( B, A))} , (3) 
where f(A, B) = (1 + B*B)-“‘(1 + B*AXl + A*A)-l(l + A*BXl + 
B*B)-l/2 and m(C) = infllx,,=iIICrI] for an operator C. 
Now 6( A, B) is defined as 6(G( A), G(B)), where 
e’(M,N) = max sup dist( x, S(M)), sup 
xsS(N) yES(M) 
dist( Y> S(N))) 
for subspaces M and N. 
Recently Habibi [2] proved the following interesting result: 
~(A)=~(A,o)= 2- 
/X* 
(4 
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Combining (1) and (4), we can find the relationship between 0( A) and & A): 
6( A) = J2( 1 - dq) . (5) 
The gap and the spherical gap can be defined for subspaces of Banach 
spaces. However, the former does not satisfy the triangle inequality in general 
as the latter does. In the case of Hilbert spaces, both gaps satisfy the triangle 
inequality. Also, it is well known that the spherical gap 6 is not far from the 
gap 8 in the following sense: 
0(M,N) < 6(M,N) ,<28(M,N) (6) 
for subspaces M and N in a Banach space (see [I] and [5]). 
In this paper, we shall give a Horn-Li-Merino formula for the spherical 
gap to clarify relationships between e’< A, B) and 0( A, B). Consequently we 
obtain an extension of (5) f or o p erators; precisely, for operators A and B we 
have 
For scalars, we note that the gap is the chordal distance on the Riemann 
sphere (cf. [7]). We give a geometrical meaning of the spherical gap for 
scalars. 
2. THE HORN-LI-MERINO FORMULA FOR THE 
SPHERICAL GAP 
As an extension of (4), we have the following Horn-Li-Merino formula for 
the spherical gap: 
THEOREM 1. For operators A and B on a Hilbert space H, 
&A,B) = 42-2 min{m(r(A,B)),m(T(B,A))}, 
where r( A, B) = (1 + A*A)-““(1 + A*B)(l + B*B)-‘/‘. 
In particular, the relation (4) holds for every A. 
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Proof. We use the same technique as in [2]. For operators A and B, set 
f(x, y) =/I( ix) - ( ly) 11 = JIIx - yl12 + IIBr - Ayll' . 
If kxl12 + llB~11~ = 11(1 + B*B)“2 
A*AY2yl12 = 1, then 
XII’ = 1 and llyl12 + IIAyj12 = IKl + 
f(x, y) = 42 - 2Re[( x, y) + (Bx, Ay)] 
= 42 - 2Re(x,(l + B*A)y). 
Furthermore, putting (1 + B* B)l/’ x = u and (1 + A*A)‘12 y = z, we have 
f(x, y) = 42 - 2Re(u,(l + B*B)-“2(1 + B*A)(l + A*A)-“‘3) 
and 
SUP inf 
IJ(~+B*B)I/~~~~= 1 IK1+A*A)“2yll= 1 
Now using the Schwarz inequality, we have 
inf g(z4, z) = 
IIzII= 1 
- 211(1 + A*A)-1’2(1 + A*B)(l + B*B)-1’2~j[ . 
Therefore it follows that 
sup inf g(u, 2) = 42 - 2m(T( A, B)) . 
llu1l= 1 
Similarly we have 
sup inf g(u, z) = 2 - 2m(l?( B, A)) . 
ll~ll= 1 
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Consequently we have 
G(A,B) = d2-2 min{m(r(A,B)),m(r(B, A))}. 
In particular, 
6( A,O) = \/2 - 2m(T( A,O)) . 
As we have 
m(r(A,O)) = ,,i;ilII(l +A*A)-““xl1 
x 
=I[(1 + A*A)“‘ll-’ 
the proof is complete. n 
3. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 0(A, B) AND &A, B) 
Combining (1) and (4), we can derive (5) by the following elementary 
calculation: 
= J2(1 - J_). 
Using Theorem 1, the relation (5) g 1s eneralized to pairs A, B as follows. 
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THEOREM 2. For operators A and B, 
G(A, B) = 42(1 - 41 - @(A, B)). 
proof. put c = min(m(I’( A, B)), rn(lYB, A))). Then we have &A, B) 
= &i-q. 
AS m(F( A, B)) = m(T(A, B))" and m(f?B, A)) = m(ITB, A>j2, it fol- 
lows that 0’(A, B) = 1 - c2 by (3), and so 
e’( A, B) = 42[1 - \/l - O’( A, B) ) . n 
As it is well known that 0 < B( A, B) < 1, we have the following [cf. (6)]. 
COROLLARY 3. For operatom A and B; 
O( A, B) < 6( A, B) < J;zO( A, B). 
As an extremal case, we proved that 0( A, B) = 1 holds if and only if 
cr( A* B) contains - 1 (see [7, Corollary 4.31). So, by Corollary 3, we have 
COROLLARY 4. For operators A and B, e’< A, B) = & holo $ and only 
if a(A*B) contains - 1. 
REMARK. Finally we explain that the spherical gap is spherical in the 
sense of (7) below. Let r denote the stereographic projection of the complex 
plane onto the Riemann sphere with center (0, 1, i) and radius i. Then for 
complex numbers (Y and /3, we noted that 0( (Y, p) is the chordal distance 
between ~(a> and T( p) by th e use of the McIntosh formula (2) (see [7]). 
Now put 0(cr, P) = sin cp (0 < cp < rr/2). Then by Corollary 2 we have 
i( (y, p) = J2(1 - 41 - @(% P) ) 
= 2(1-cos49) 
= 2 sin :. 
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This says that e’( (Y, p) is twice the chordal distance between rTT(cr) and 
r(y), where T(Y) is the midpoint of the arc rr(mP) on the great circle 
passing through nTT( a) and r( p), that is, the length of the polygonal line 
joining points 7~( a), n-(y) and 7~( /3) successively. Furthermore we note that 
r$a, P) = m={In(a) - r(Y)1 +In(r) - n( P)I: 
T(Y) E 4a)4 PI}. (7) 
We would like to thank the referee for his useful advice and Professor M. 
Fujii for his valuable comments. 
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